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Never attend anyone with an

argumentative approach, but remember
tactful interesting talk with sympathetic

hearing and due appreciation brings out

blissful active support and embrace from

the core of one’s heart.







Tactful, diplomatic, generous

shrewdness with forestalled adjustment of

affairsprofitable to the principle is the

safest mobility of move.
    

    


Never be in clash with the

resourceful, intelligent and  honourable, but

carry your purpose for the principle in so

tactful and elating a manner that you may

get good, friendly active service which may

bring self-complacence to them and you.
    


    




Agile, appreciative, tactful consul-

tation with co-operative encouraging

responsiveness to friends and active hands

is the redeeming token of success.
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Sidgwick’s

Methods of Ethics, Book I. Chap. II / 2. pp.

18-29, also Book IV. Chap. IV./3 p. 474
Sidgwick

 Common sense morality
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A field is a

physical state of space itself

electro-magnetic

field
     


electro-magnetic field
Marriage is nothing but the proper

adjustment of cosmic radiation between the
two blood of prepare the bed of electro-
magnetic field with a view to evolute a higher

cosmic soul field
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Swedenborg

 Conjugal Love and its chaste 
The loftiest and most sacred re-

lation of human life, that upon which the
social economy must rest or go as under--
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is the marriage relation--in which the
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